Study on resolution capacity and secondary mechanisms of three different TSK gels for organic SEC.
A comparative study on the elution behavior in size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) of three polymeric TSK gel packings, named H, H(HR), and H(XL) types, is performed. The deviations of the universal calibration (u.c.) curves of seven solvent-polymer systems show evidence that the existence of secondary effects accompanying the main SEC mechanism. These secondary mechanisms are a consequence of the binary enthalpic interactions between the different components of the chromatographic system, such as polymer-solvent, polymer-gel and solvent-gel. However, in the present case, the observed deviations from a unique u.c. curve can mainly be attributed to adsorption of polymeric solutes (analytes) onto the residual moieties of the gel surfaces, (i.e., to polymer-gel interactions). These enthalpic interactions can be quantitated by the values of the distribution coefficient, Kp, which follows the order: Kp (gel H(XL)) > Kp (gel H(HR)) > Kp (gel H). Moreover, the specific resolution of the three types of packings is also estimated, and its comparison yields that Rsp (gel H(HR)) > Rsp (gel H(XL)) > Rsp (gel H), in good agreement with their increasing particle size and decreasing crosslinking degrees. Finally, the errors and inaccuracies committed on the estimation of the sample average molar masses from their respective calibration curves serves the assessment that the packing with lesser secondary mechanisms is the H-type.